A photogrammetric strategy for the orientation of image sequences acquired by Mobile Mapping Vehicles (MMV) is presented. The motivations for this are twofold: to allow image georeferencing in short GPS outages for a MMV under development at the University of Parma, currently without an IMU; to improve the consistency of image georeferencing between asynchronous frames. The method may also contribute to limit the drift errors of low-cost integrated IMU/GPS systems in GPS outages. Drawing on techniques developed for Structure and Motion (S&M) reconstruction from image sequences and accounting for the specific conditions of the MMV imaging geometry, highly reliable multi-image matches are found, refining image orientation with a final bundle adjustment. Dealing with scenes containing poor image texture, the automation of the convergence of the bundle to the solution is still a problem. After a successful orientation of an image sequences of ca 70 m, the accuracy of the orientation and reconstruction process was checked in a test field by means of GPS observations and check points. Although not all constraints between synchronous image pairs are yet enforced, the accuracy degradation along the sequence was found to be still well within the specifications for the MMV.
INTRODUCTION
The progress in digital imaging sensors enhances the performance of well established applications in image metrology and opens new ones. To cope with the huge amount of data while keeping production costs under control, automation of data processing is often necessary. This is particularly true for Mobile Mapping Vehicles (MMV), designed to acquire and georeference different sensor data, such as images, 3D point clouds and information on the road surface state at relatively high operating speed. Continuous and consistent georeferencing is achieved today by integration of GPS and Inertial Measurement Units (IMU), with odometers helping to reconstruct the trajectory and measuring the traveled distance. Integrated IMU/GPS systems provide high frequency (typically 100-200 Hz) position and orientation data through a sophisticated Kalman filtering of the raw data. GPS and IMU, especially in the so-called tight integration, support each other weakness: GPS keeps the drift of the IMU solution in check, while IMU helps during cycle slips and satellite configuration changes. System calibration is necessary to refer position and orientation data to the reference systems of the on board sensors (digital cameras, laser scanners, road testing equipment, etc). In this context, image orientation seems not be any more an issue, while automation of image restitution, by developing methods for object extraction, should be the topic to increase MM productivity. This is true, but up to a point, since drift errors of the IMU become too large, if the GPS outage lasts too long 1 .
Gaining experience on MMT
For two years, we have been developing at the Department of Civil Engineering of Parma University a MMV for the acquisition and updating of road databases and road maintenance plans. The system specifications, according to technical prescriptions for the road inventory in Italy, are the following: absolute accuracy of about 1 m in horizontal and 5 m in elevation; relative accuracy of 10 cm (measurement of distances) or 1% (measurement of slopes). Due to shortage of funding (the project is currently self-financed and is meant primarily to acquire experience in MM), we are slowly upgrading and improving the sensors on board, trying to get the best out of the available instrumentation. Meanwhile we are also developing software for image georeferencing from the navigation data and for road inventory population from the oriented images. One of the key modules of the software for image georeferencing, which is the subject of this paper, has been developed to bridge (with photogrammetric techniques) over small GPS outages and improve the restitution of points in asynchronous image pairs.
Currently the vehicle has a very basic configuration (see Section 2) , since the main efforts have been put on the development of the photogrammetric system and on the system calibration. The MMV position and orientation is computed from data of two on-board GPS receivers. The lack of an IMU prevents the vehicle to have any true operational level, because of the frequent loss of lock of the GPS signal due to occlusions caused e.g. by trees and buildings. Despite this (and stressing again that having an IMU is obviously our goal), there is still a sizeable set of roads where we can perform a survey without major GPS outages, for instance along planes or gently hilly areas and small villages with low raise buildings. We noticed indeed that in many cases the loss of lock is very short in time and space, let say from 20 to 200 m. Often we have a relatively long sequence (1 km) of short interruptions each followed by sections where the OTF may recover the ambiguity. In such cases, we may use the information from the image sequence to bridge over these short GPS outages, by recovering the image orientation parameters with automatic extraction of tie points along the sequence and a final bundle adjustment. The idea is to process together all images of a sequence where GPS data are missing, adding the last pair (at the sequence beginning) and the first pair (at the end of the sequence) where the orientation parameters are still/again available from the GPS. Fixing the orientation parameters at the strip ends we can reference the whole sequence while possibly remaining within the error tolerances for the MMV, if the solution does not drift away too quickly, due to poor control. The analysis of the feasibility and of the problems specific to the orientation of the sequence are the main subject of this paper and will be discussed in the next sections. There are nevertheless two more reasons why we thought it worth to pursue this approach. Applying the procedure outlined above to an image sequence successfully georeferenced with navigation data, we can improve its orientation parameters, in full analogy with the so-called integrated sensor orientation (ISO) technique in aerial blocks 2, 3 . As highlighted by almost all tests in IMU/GPS systems in aerial photogrammetry, a large percentage of parallaxes in the directly oriented models are larger than what makes stereo vision easy: applying an ISO effectively solves the problem. In our case, due to the imaging geometry, collimation of points at the road border in the near range is limited with asynchronous pairs: with appropriate mission parameters it would be better to using two consecutive right images rather than a stereo pair. In such cases and when other cameras will be mounted on the MMV, automatically improving the relative orientation accuracy of asynchronous frames by extraction of homologous points will improve the accuracy of distance measurements. Multiple collimations would be also more consistent, when needed to increase accuracy and reliability. Finally, although we cannot claim any direct experience in MMV with IMU systems, it is well known that the capability of such systems to make up for GPS outages is limited, because GPS is precisely what prevent the IMU solution to drift away. So it may make sense to think that, during GPS outages, the vehicle trajectory is reconstructed by combining the position and orientation data of a low-grade IMU and by the image orientation parameters of the sequence from a S&M reconstruction (maybe with the IMU helping to find image correspondences). While the second one should be feasible, that the first and last of the above mentioned goals are within reach and, in case, that the orientation data from S&M will be of sufficient quality to be of practical use, is far from certain. As far as overcoming GPS outages is concerned, the maximum length which can be bridged successfully is the key factor: it is well known indeed that, with poor control, the error propagation along a strip is rather unfavorable and the solution deviates significantly, especially in height. As far as cooperation between photogrammetry and IMU is concerned, usefulness of the method will depend on how the orientation parameter degradation along the sequence interacts with the corresponding degradation of the IMU solution. This second topic, although a very interesting one, is beyond the scope of this paper.
Previous work on the topic
The use of photogrammetry to assist GPS in the orientation of MM image sequences has been proposed by several authors in the last decade. Da Silva 4, 5, 6 used photogrammetry as an essential component of the positioning and orientation system, with a technique known as GPS-assisted aerial triangulation in aerial photogrammetry. Crosilla 7 searches for homologous points as well as for ground control points projected on images by GIS databases, to improve orientation. The use of automatic image sequences orientation to support an IMU/GPS system to overcome significant GPS outages was first proposed by Tao et al. 8 . Nowadays the problem still finds considerable attention 9 , although there are not many reports on the success rate and the achieved accuracy. No one of the proposed method, to the best of our knowledge, has yet reached a good operational level, witness the difficulty of the task (mainly poor imaging geometry and the lack of good feature points). Concerning the continuous (sequential) and consistent georeferencing of image sequences, different studies have been presented 10, 11, 12 , in particular for online-triangulation, point positioning and robot vision applications. The results showed mainly that sequential estimation techniques (using Givens transformation) could result in very short response time for system updating.
In the following section, the state of development of our MMV is described. Section 3 and 4 discuss how our general S&M recovery strategy works and how we tailored it to the MM application. Our approach 16 is not radically different from otherís proposals, but we believe that, drawing heavily from S&M reconstruction techniques, a method with significantly improved reliability of matches and recovered camera positions can be developed. Finally, Section 5 presents the results obtained on two different sequences in environments that, although not extreme, do have poor texture.
CURRENT STATE OF DEVELOPMENT OF OUR MMV

On-Board Hardware
The image acquisition system of the vehicle consists of two B/W Basler AF101 digital cameras with 8 mm focal length, resolution of 1300x1030 pixels and pixel size of 6.7 µm. The cameras are mounted on a bar on the roof of the van (Figure 1 ), in normal stereo configuration (with optical axes roughly parallel but slightly inclined downwards, in the direction of the vehicle movement); the distance between the cameras is about 1.70 m, which is therefore the base length for synchronous acquisitions. The cameras can acquire up to 12 fps at full resolution; the image acquisition software can compensate to some extent for changes in scene illumination and, to a less extent, balance and equalize synchronous image pairs. The cameras are pre-calibrated with a testfield calibration. Currently the positioning and orientation system consist of a pair of Leica SR 530 GPS receivers, one mounted on the front (in the middle of the same bar with the cameras), the second on the back of the roof, about 3 m apart, roughly on the plane of symmetry of the vehicle. The cameras are triggered by the control software at a specified frame rates rather than by an odometer, as normally in road inventory missions. They are synchronized to the GPS through the exposure signal sent to the Input Event port of the receiver. Since the receiver accepts no more than one input event signal per second and we use higher frame rates, the GPS time of the exposure must be interpolated from the exposure time of the PC clock. Typical mission parameters are an operating speed of 20-30 km/h and a frame rate of 2-3 Hz, with the GPS receivers acquiring at 10 Hz.
Image Georeferencing
At each epoch, from the two positions of the GPS antennas we can compute the van position and the direction of the straight line through the antennas phase centers. This allows to recover the pitch and yaw angles of the vehicle but not the roll angle (that is being fixed to 0). As outlined above, the lack of this information from the position and orientation system is temporary, and will be filled by an IMU. We decided not to add a third GPS receiver to measure also the roll, since the expected increase in accuracy would not be worth the additional cost. Indeed, because of the location and attitude of the cameras with respect to the van, georeferencing errors will arise when the vehicle is running on a road with significant lateral slope and will increase linearly with the distance of the object point from the vehicle plane of symmetry. Since values of lateral slope are typically 2% or less (up to 5% on bends), the error will amount to about 10-20 cm for a point on the roadside at 5-10 m from the vehicle axis. This is for sure a significant error in absolute terms, but still well within specifications for the accuracy in elevation. On the other hand, the accuracy on measurement of distances or areas, where specifications are more demanding, are not affected by this missing information, if the measurements are taken on a stereo pair.
System calibration
To refer the GPS coordinates to the camera perspective center X M C in the mapping system M and to compute the camera Y X Z attitude matrix R M C , two intermediate reference systems V and T are defined. The vehicle system V (see Figure  2 ) has origin at the front antenna, XY plane horizontal and X axis perpendicular to the line connecting the two antennas. The test field system T is any reference system with a set of ground control points available for calibration and orientation. Space resection provides the camera center X T C and the attitude matrix R T C in the test field system. By simple trigonometry and leveling, the position of the antennas and the Z coordinate of a camera in the V system can be computed and used to determine the rotation matrix R T V . The camera position X V C in this system is given by:
while the rotation matrix R V C is computed as:
Finally, the exterior orientation elements X M C and R M C of each image in the mapping frame can be computed as follows:
where R M V is computed from the GPS observations.
System performance
Assuming for the MMV an operating range for restitution up to 20 m along track, with an accuracy in manual measurement of 1 pixel the theoretical accuracy in the determination of ground distances varies from 5 to 30 cm along track and from 3 to 12 cm across track. Assuming an accuracy of the baseline vector between the antennas in the range 1-4 cm, we expect an accuracy of the yaw and pitch angle around 0.2-0.8 degrees, under good GPS conditions. An indirect confirmation of this figure has been obtained by comparing the errors on the same check points using different image pairs. With GPS positions accurate to 10-20 cm and accounting for the accuracy of stereo restitution, precisions in the range 10-20 m varies from 10 to 40 cm. After system calibration, under good GPS conditions and on level road sections, mean absolute accuracies of 12 cm have been verified for distances up to 15 m; relative accuracies (measurement of distances) in synchronous stereo pairs are better, ranging from 2 to 5 cm across track at distances up to 10 m. Because of the limited performance of our system in terms of position and orientation accuracy, we may expect that restitution of points in synchronous image pairs will be better than in asynchronous ones. Indeed, synchronous pairs will not show significant parallaxes, because the calibration provides the relative orientation parameters in the vehicle system; on the other hand the latter may show some, depending on the relative error of the GPS-derived exterior orientation elements. Improving this, as pointed out above, is the second goal of the method we implemented.
STRUCTURE AND MOTION RECOVERY FROM IMAGE SEQUENCES
There have been different attempts to automatically extract and compute reliable correspondences from an image sequence 13, 14, 15, 17 , for successive camera calibration and orientation or scene reconstruction. In the development of our general system for S&M recovery 16 , we largely rely on the techniques presented in 17 .
Feature extraction and putative correspondences evaluation
The first step in our workflow is the extraction of interest points from the sequence. Features commonly extracted and used for the recovery of the S&M of a sequence are interest points (corners), regions and lines. Lines are often used in scenes containing mainly planar surfaces, to facilitate the 3D reconstruction of objects. Line matching is a real difficult task and existing approaches try to match individual line segments or groups of line segments. Interest points are positions in the images where the signal changes two-dimensionally and the information content is higher than in other parts of the image. Different interest operators have been presented 18, 19, 20 and the quality of the interest points depends on the used detector. On the other hand, regions are identified using local descriptors 21, 22, 23 derived from an image pattern and invariant under different transformations 24 . We are currently using a point-based approach, by means of Harris corner detector 19 , trying to achieve a uniform distribution of the extracted point on the image frame. Its performance is generally acceptable, but we investigated also local/region descriptors because of problems found in road bends with a small radius of curvature (see section 5.2). To compute a preliminary geometry of the cameras, a list of potential matches between image pairs of the sequence is required. Correspondences are established between the extracted corners based on a disparity threshold and on the similarity of the grey values in the neighborhood. The developed algorithm uses an approach based on SVD match 25 which guarantees a good global mapping using some local criteria as pointed out in 34, 35 . Currently, in order to limit the computation time, a the matching between two windows is performed with a cross-correlation; a possible improvement might be the use of Least Squares Matching (LSM) 32 to improve accuracy and correctness in the matched points. The resulting correlation matrix that weights the similarity between point pairs is defined as: The shape and size of the search area can be adjusted according to the sequence characteristics: for instance, if the images are taken from left to right with quite the same camera orientation, the search area may be chosen as an ellipse with major axis along the x direction. The µ x and µ y parameters can be tuned by the user if the mean disparity between consecutive frames is almost constant or automatically estimated using vision techniques (see below). Finally both weight matrices are used to obtain a global correspondence matrix and with a Singular Value Decomposition it is possible to find the best (in terms of similarity and disparity) and unique preliminary match:
where γ may be used to adjust the balance of the disparity against the crosscorrelation. Even if the disparity gradient algorithm eliminates many wrong correspondences, the data set is often still affected by a great amount of outliers.
Outlier detection
To filter out more errors, the epipolar geometry (fundamental matrix) between two images of the sequence is recovered with a robust estimation algorithm 27 . Since the number of outliers affecting our data set is not predictable, an adaptive algorithm 17 is used to reduce the computing time. In the beginning, 99% of the input data (e.g. image correspondences) are assumed to be outliers and during the iterations the number of samples is updated based on the empirical consensus found. Once the relative orientation between two images is recovered, more correspondences are added through a guided matching. Finally, a new estimate of the fundamental matrix is computed using a least squares solution over all matches. Fig.3 . The search area defined by dispersion and mean value of x and y disparity Since the epipolar constraint between 2 images usually cannot filter out all false matches, the relative geometry among 3 adjacent views (i.e. the trifocal tensor 33 ) is computed, by means of a robust algorithm 31 . In this way, very few outliers remain and a more reliable camera reconstruction can be performed.
Metric reconstruction and bundle adjustment
In the general purpose version of our S&M algorithm, we divide the whole sequence in smaller sections, recovering the structure and motion of each section in an arbitrary metric frame through the essential matrix (as we use pre-calibrated cameras). Finding common points between adjacent sections, we proceed along the sequence and compute the approximate exterior orientation parameters and the approximate points coordinates of each section in the reference system of the first section. Approximations are then improved by alternating resection and intersection using a linear algorithm and the unit quaternion as in 28 and 29 . A final least squares bundle block adjustment with data snooping is executed to improve the orientation parameters and discard remaining outliers. This procedure has been adapted to the characteristics of a MM sequence, as shown in the next section.
S&M RECONSTRUCTION IN MOBILE MAPPING
Image sequences taken by an MMV exhibit large variations in image scale, a very small base compare to scene depth, little convergence angles towards points far away, fast moving objects, and so on. This does not help algorithms for S&M recovery, that give more reliable results if images are not too different from one another (i.e. the frame rate is adjusted to vehicle speed, especially along bends) or the baseline is very short. Using two cameras in stereo configuration, the basic geometry of our sequences is a double strip, with longitudinal overlap of about 60-70% of the image format along straight road sections, depending on frame rate and speed and side overlap from 80% to more than 90% in the operating range. Therefore, since system calibration provides the relative orientation between the cameras in the vehicle system with good accuracy, we have in fact two overlapping image strips, a fact that can be exploited to eliminate some of the problemís unknown. Moreover, the strip ends are constrained to the exterior orientation values provided by the GPS solution. The processing of along sequence images acquired by a single camera using the constraint (arising from trifocal tensor estimation) that the tracked point must be seen in at least three frames, ends with homologues points often located in the middle upper part of the image format, i.e. far away from the vehicle. This leads to large uncertainties in the estimation of point coordinates and exterior orientation. Moreover, the epipolar lines draw a star of rays centered almost in centerupper part of the image. Therefore the epipolar constraint used to filter outliers often performs poorly while tracking well defined points along the motion direction (for instance lane markings): indeed the epipolar lines tend to overlap with the vanishing line of the road borders (Figure 4 , upper image), so little discrimination is achieved. This fact increases the number of wrong matches, nevertheless later removable by the trifocal tensor with a third image across sequence. Despite this, the forward approach has also advantages. In straight road sections about ae of the image frame depicts the same scene in three consecutive pictures: this generally leads to good results of the cross-correlation matching procedure (even if, because the difference in image scale, closer points may give some troubles). On the other hand, the across sequence images (e.g. left and right synchronous frames) present almost horizontal epipolar geometry (Figure 4 , lower image). Therefore the RANSAC estimation of corresponding matches often yield a more reliable recovery of the camera structure. Moreover, being the left and right shots synchronous, the epipolar geometry between the images is unchanged through the sequence: a first calibration of the relative camera geometry leads to a precise and reliable computation of the fundamental matrix that can be used to improve the correspondences matching in a guided procedure. As relative orientation and camera baseline are constant along the sequence, the Euclidean reconstruction achieved using this information, allows to join different image subsets and eliminates the scale factor ambiguity. Merging the two geometries improves the procedure performance: the along sequence pair finds many correspondences (most of them correct), while the epipolar constraint arising from the across sequence pair eliminates ambiguities (e.g. points on the road markings) or wrong matches (e.g. vegetation). This merging is performed through the trifocal tensor estimation. The advantages of using triplets of images and the symmetry of the image acquisition system led us to found the S&M reconstruction on four-image blocks. Combining the results of two trifocal tensor, the former applied to (LB, RB, LF) the latter to (LB, RB, LF), a symmetric four-image block of balanced size is obtained: the distance between consecutive frames is approximately 3 m, while the baseline of a synchronous pair is about 1.7 m. Using this 4-image configuration and keeping only 4-fold points, matched points can hopefully be found in the close range (although the most useful are necessarily those located on the road surface, which is not the best source of interest points). Using two trifocal tensors provides a very strong filter and leads to a better constraint and redundant bundle block adjustment. Finally, though less precise, points far away tends to be tracked along many images of the sequence, providing ties between sub-blocks. With the same procedure described in Section 3.3, the 4-image blocks along the whole sequence are constructed and the tie points between blocks are found. Starting from the first group, where the back pair has known position and orientation from the GPS data, the approximate values of the ground coordinates and the exterior orientation parameters along the whole sequence are computed and then refined by a bundle block adjustment.
FIRST TESTS AND RESULTS
In this section the results of the described procedure are presented. Two different sequences are used ( Figure 6 ): a sequence in the countryside and one acquired in a parking area in the Campus of Parma University. The countryside sequence, as no GPS observations are available, is mainly used to test the automatic tie points extraction and the sequential metric reconstruction procedures. For the sequence in the parking area (see Figure 7) , GPS observations for the cameras positions and a network of check points are available. The check points, painted on the paved surface of the parking, have been measured by total station with respect to reference points measured by GPS; their estimated accuracy is about 2 cm.
A loop has been driven several times, running over the sets of check points. The major sides of the loop are approximately 70 m long and are connected by narrow radius bends. The cameras were running at 3 fps and the vehicle speed was about 10 km/h, so the average distance between consecutive frames is just 1 m.
To confirm the GPS data quality, direct georeferencing from the GPS-derived position and attitudes on 42 check points from 4 image pairs gave an RMSE of 4 cm in East, 7 cm in North and 6 cm in elevation. Fig. 7 . The parking area where the test field has been set up. Table 1 summarizes the results of the various stages of the matching procedure in image space and the successive S&M recovery (Sequence1 refers to a countryside road section, Sequence2 to the parking test field). The extraction and filtering of point matches run successfully along both straight sections of the sequences (about 50m for Sequence1, with 54 image pairs and about 70 m for the Sequence2, with 65 image pairs). Unfortunately the number of successful matches, as soon as the vehicle entered the curve, dropped down and the process stopped. Table 1 : Mean values describing the performances of the tie point extraction (500 point/image) and S&M reconstruction algorithms in two different sequences (about 100 m straight road section).
Matching procedure and metric reconstruction
Matching procedure
The along sequence search gave always more correspondences than the across one, after the first outliers filtering because of the perspective differences between left and right images; using LSM rather than cross-correlation, more correspondences might be obtained. Joining two different epipolar matched data sets (e.g. LB, RB, RF), the number of X Y Z points drops down and is further reduced by the trifocal outliers filtering. Finally the two trifocal-filtered sets are joined in the four-image block and the S&M phase starts. The first image pair of the block is used to compute the essential matrix and obtain a first reconstruction of the scene points. If the reprojection error of the ground points is larger than 1 pixel, space resection and space intersection are alternated until convergence. The lower part of Table 1 shows the results of the S&M recovery in the two analyzed sequences. The block geometry statistics are instead presented in Table 2 . Table 2 : Global block geometry statistics for the two analyzed sequences.
Sequence1
For Sequence2, GPS observations were also available; therefore the discrepancies between the computed exterior orientation parameters and the GPS data could be performed. Table 3 : Discrepancies between camera centers (positions and angles) computed by the photogrammetric orientation procedure and the GPS values (65 image pairs along a straight trajectory).
As it is apparent, the bigger RMSE is in X direction (i.e. movement direction) while the others are well within the required specifications. The average distance along the sequence between the two cameras, computed from the GPS observations, resulted 1.7291 m, while the value recovered from the adjustment is 1.7306 m. Table 4 : Statistics of the residuals on 20 check points determined by forward intersection from the oriented Sequence2. 
Road sections on bends
As outlined above, the processing of the sequences stopped at the bend. The reason for this failure may be twofold: (1) the selection of putative correspondences fails and the number of tie points was not enough for the orientation procedure or (2) the use of only four-fold points may be too strict as constraint in such circumstances. Clearly, if the bend is too narrow, the four-fold criteria may indeed turn out to be unworkable, as sudden changes of the viewing direction or small radius of curvature create very big disparity and scale changes. Therefore two possible solutions to improve the putative correspondences in these critical areas have been tested.
Local Descriptors
During the van turning, the lower part of the images presents very big disparity and rotation, therefore the search of putative correspondences based on interest points (corners) cannot find reliable points in these areas, due to big rotations and disparity. To avoid this problem, a test was performed using the SIFT descriptors 21 , which has been shown About 175 m About 80 m experimentally to be a very robust detector 26 . The selection process of putative correspondences has been applied on 8 image pairs (see figure 8 ) and the extracted tie points were used in a bundle adjustment to recover the camera parameters. As before, no control information was used in the adjustment: only the first stereo pair was fix to the exterior orientation parameters provided by the GPS. The recovered camera positions compared very well with those provided by the GPS, as shown in Table 5 . Moreover, the forward intersection on 10 check points gave RMSE of 0.048 m, 0.063 m and 0.028 m in X, Y and Z coordinates respectively. Fig. 9 . Three consecutive images of the left camera of the MMV where the test with the region descriptors was performed. The recovered camera poses and object coordinates (right). Table 5 : Discrepancies between camera centers computed by the photogrammetric orientation procedure and the GPS values (8 image pairs along a curve trajectory).
SVD Matching with manually adjusted parameters
As described in section 3.1, the SVD match relies on different parameters, which can significantly affect the results of the matching procedure. Therefore a test has been performed with 2 image pairs (BL-FL, BR-FR) in a curve area to check whether a local adjustment of the SVD parameters can improve the matching performances.
As shown in Table 6 , a better estimates for the values of the average and dispersion of the parallaxes field leads to a clear improvement in the matching algorithm performance: the number of putative correspondences is almost the same as along straight path (see Table 1 ). And the final number of inliers (after the epipolar constraint) and correct correspondences is 15% and 19% higher. Table 6 : Performance of the SVD match applied to 4 images with default and adjusted parameters for the parallaxes field.
SVD match
In any case the problem remains in finding a way to automatically adjust the parameters for the parallaxes along the sequence. To this aim, a solution would be to predict the scene depth of the next image and use the optical flow. Of course, this may not work with cars or trucks running on the opposite lane or when distances between images are too long, leading to big changes in the sceneís content.
Further consideration on the bundle block adjustment
As already stressed, the geometry of the image sequence is rather weak. There are often very few points traced in the whole image (in particular near the image borders) while there are often several points traced but located in the central part of the image and therefore far away from the cameras. In this case the homologous rays intersect with a very small angle, making computation of the approximate ground coordinates inaccurate and unstable (depending on the image pair used). This may also lead to marking observations as gross errors when in fact they are not. Those located in the middle of the scene are especially bad, since the geometry of the rays does not change even if they are traced along the whole sequence; other may not be determinable at a certain stage, but only later, if traced by a sufficient number of images. Moreover points with too poor geometry are often eliminated or not considered in the bundle. For example, in Sequence2 (about 70m long with 65 image pairs), about 1900 object points, distributed with a T shape on a range of 210m (width) x 130 m (height) were traced: almost 500 were excluded because of poor geometry and the computed 3D coordinates are within area of 175x80 m (see Figure 8) . Furthermore, the number of extracted correspondences when the vehicle enters a curve drop down dramatically. Because of these problems, the attempt to process a whole sequence in a single step failed, even using different bundle adjustment programs. Apart from a small test with region descriptors (section 5.2.1), the only way turned out to be a manual and time consuming procedure, alternating resection and intersection. Starting from the initial pair, kept fixed on the GPS values, the object point coordinates are computed by forward intersection. Then one more image pair is added and resected and so on with the other pairs. Nevertheless, from time to time we have to free both images and points, to let them adjust to the new observation, by a sort of trial and error.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a photogrammetric strategy for the automatic extraction and matching of image correspondences for a MM images georeferencing. The vehicle is currently equipped with two front stereo cameras and two GPS. The accuracy of the procedure was verified on a test field and turned out to be well within the required specification, although the length of the path (automatically) georeferenced is still far from the set target. Even accounting for the small distance between consecutive pairs, that helps in finding correspondences, we are confident that the presented method may achieve results more reliable and within tolerance. Several steps of the process must be significantly improved and strengthen through an extensive testing in more realistic traffic condition. We performed different tests (not presented here), most of them in a Campus area, where just a couple of vehicles either overtaking or coming on the opposite lane (nevertheless we could successfully trace two sequences for about 300 m). In particular, when trucks are encountered, a drop in the number of multiple matches on the left side must be expected and this may either prevent a successful orientation or the tracking. The use of LSM may possibly allow to decrease the initial cross-correlation threshold and find more points in the short range, where scale changes more dramatically between image pairs. Furthermore LSM could improve the performance of the guided matching, once the camera pose is correctly estimated, in order to gain more correspondent points. We are also reviewing the overall performance by releasing the 4-fold constraint, again to favor an increase in the number of near-range matches at the road sides. A major problem, as far as full automation of the process is concerned, is the final bundle block adjustment. Because of the network configuration, the image geometry and points distribution is very unfair, leading often to a divergence of the solution. More and better distributed tie points may help the adjustmentís solution. Another improvement in the stability of the bundle will come from implementing in the bundle adjustment software the constraint on the relative orientation of the cameras in the V reference system, coming from the calibration. Once these problems will be solved, we will also look to the improvements of the GPS solution, i.e. the ISO method.
Here we expect less troubles in the bundle, since the GPS solution is available. But the ultimate goal should be also to speed up the search for correspondences by using the available information on image geometry.
